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WILL SINGLE-PHOTON AND GEIGER-MODE LIDAR change the game? The answer is a re-

sounding  “yes.”  They offer a dramatic increase in the number of points a single flight can 

collect, and so many believe they will bring about a serious increase to our 3D-mapping 

productivity.

This means we need to start asking follow-ups: Is this all hype? How are these technologies 
going to disrupt our workflows? Are they going to make conventional technologies like lin-
ear-mode and waveform lidar obsolete? What does the aerial lidar market of the future  
look like? 

We spoke to the leading names in the field to find out. Read on for insights from experts  
at Woolpert, the United States Geological Survey (USGS), RIEGL, Leica Geosystems, and  
Harris Corporation. 

Geiger-Mode and Single-Photon Lidar: A Quick Primer

FIRST, HERE’S HOW THE NEW TECHNOLOGIES WORK and what benefits they promise. 

It’s easiest to understand these two technologies according to two design principles they 

have in common. (There are important differences between the two technologies, but 

that’s beyond the scope of this report.) 

One Pulse, Many Looks: Both new lidar systems are designed to split a single laser pulse 
into multiple sub-pulses, which it then receives using segmented detectors. As a result, the 
ground reflects photons from a larger area, and at a higher effective pulse rate than provided 
by conventional technologies like linear-mode lidar. 
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This means single-photon and Geiger-mode lidar can capture data at nominal point densities 
up to about 20-30 points per square meter.

Increased Sensitivity: Single-photon and Geiger-mode lidar register a return after sensing 
only a few photons. Conventional lidar require hundreds (or even thousands) of photons to 
register a return.

As Woolpert’s senior geospatial scientist and associate Dr. Qassim Abdullah explains, these 
two principles mean that the new technologies can use a laser of the same power as a con-
ventional lidar system, but put it to much more efficient use. “You can fly higher,” he said, “so 
you get a wider swath on the ground, and you get a factor more density.” 

Tim Ellis believes this will have a huge downstream effect on customer workflows. Ellis, who 
is Harris Corporation’s director of programs and head of the Geiger-mode business, says that 
“when customers begin to understand that they can get 20 points per meter, and they start 
to see the feature detection they can get from that data, and they realize that we can provide 
it economically and within schedules that have historically not been possible with traditional 
linear-mode—I think it’s going to open up whole new applications and new use cases.”

Will These New Technologies Replace Linear-mode Lidar? 

THIS IS THE MILLION-DOLLAR QUESTION. Many of the experts said that single-photon 

and Geiger-mode lidar are very powerful tools when applied to the right application, and 

could very well replace conventional technologies for certain use cases. 

For instance, they may one day be the preferred tools for statewide and other large-area data 
collects, where they can offer lower costs for each data point. In their short time on the com-
mercial market, the sensors have already drummed up interest from organizations that work 
in utilities, civil government, flood-plain management, insurance, transportation, and more. 

However, each expert said that conventional technologies like discrete-return and wave-
form-based lidar will always have a place in the market. For now, there are still many important 
measures by which conventional lidar outperforms the newer technologies. 

Fidelity: Ron Roth, Leica Geosystems’ product manager for airborne topographic lidar, says 
that single-photon and Geiger-mode excel at delivering very high point density. However, 
that density comes at the cost of some “fidelity” per shot as compared to conventional lidar.

He says linear-mode and waveform lidar have been well-tuned to offer low ranging errors, 
which enables them to promise accuracy in the range of 3-6 cm where the newer technol-
ogies are closer to 5-10 cm. In other words, you’ll still want to use conventional lidar tech-
nologies if you’re flying jobs that require the highest accuracy, full intensity information, and 
waveform information.

Lower Cost for Smaller Jobs: The experts said that conventional lidar technologies are still 
best for small and medium-size data collects. When it’s prohibitively expensive to mobilize a 
single-photon or Geiger-mode system, users will continue to use conventional systems.

Attribute Information: RIEGL’s CTO, Dr. Andreas Ullrich, says conventional lidar has a strong 
edge in the area of attribute data. For one, single-photon and Geiger-mode systems don’t 
offer intensity data for each return the way that conventional lidar technologies do. This 
intensity information may be necessary if you need to perform tasks like lidar classification, or 
feature detection and extraction. 
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Dr. Ullrich explains that full-waveform technologies (like RIEGL’s proprietary waveform-digi-
tizing lidar solution) offer even richer attribute data than linear-mode lidar. This technology 
provides high multi-target resolution, pulse shape information on every point, and straight-
forward radiometric calibration. Additionally, the sensors operate at a wider range of wave-
lengths, “ranging from green at 532 nm, to 1 µm, to 1.55 µm and beyond in the infrared range.” 
This makes waveform lidar the right choice if you need very rich data, for instance if you’re 
scanning for forest health, or capturing accurate measurements of bottom topography during 
a bathymetry job.

How the Market Could Change

EVEN THOUGH CONVENTIONAL TECHNOLOGIES ARE SUPERIOR in many ways, some 

experts predict that single-photon and Geiger-mode lidar will gain market share in the 

coming years.

Ron Roth of Leica Geosystems estimates that approximately 1/3rd of today’s aerial mapping 
jobs are focused on achieving the data fidelity and accuracy per shot only possible with 
linear-mode systems. The remaining 2/3rd of aerial mapping jobs, however, are well suited for 
single-photon and Geiger-mode lidar, and stand to benefit from their higher point densities 
and increased efficiency.

He believes this division will shift over time. This is because manufacturers of single-photon 
and Geiger-mode lidar are already improving the accuracy and fidelity of their solutions. These 
manufacturers have also started to address other shortcomings by reducing noise and finding 
alternative methods for providing return-signal intensity information.

Dr. Jason Stoker, elevation products and services manager at the USGS, has been evaluating 
the suitability of these tools for the 3D elevation program (3DEP). He says that these sensors 
have already improved since their introduction to the commercial market, and expects that 
many further improvements will come through education. “It’s just going to take vendors time 
to adapt,” he said, “I think the big thing for them is their filtering and processing. It’s going to 
take going back and forth and finding out what the customer really needs.”

It will also take education on the part of the user. Before these technologies can be used 
to their full potential, he said, “people need to see these sensors and see how they behave, 
and how they’re different from ‘normal’ or ‘regular’ linear-mode lidar systems—and they are 
different.”

Over time, careful attention to processing methods will lead to better results from single-pho-
ton and Geiger-mode lidar. This will enable the new technologies to take over more and more 
of the aerial lidar market. 

Still, Roth says that he still believes linear technology “probably won’t go extinct. We see a par-
allel in airborne imaging and its shift from film to digital. We still have many customers using 
our RC film cameras and DSW film scanners—even though that technology was declared 
“dead” over a decade ago.”

Woolpert’s Dr. Qassim Abdullah, for his part, estimates that single-photon and Geiger-mode 
will become the dominant aerial technologies within the next five to ten years. After that, we 
will still use conventional lidar sensors “to fill in the gaps in the activity of the new technolo-
gies. So, for corridors, for medium or small collects, when you cannot afford to hire these guys, 
the linear-mode is always going to be the sensor of choice.”
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What the Future of Buying 3D Data Looks Like

IT’S CLEAR THAT SINGLE-PHOTON AND GEIGER-MODE LIDAR WILL HAVE BIG EFFECTS 

on the aerial mapping market in the coming years. But that’s not all—they could also 

bring about a significant change to the ways we acquire 3D-mapping data.

Single-photon and Geiger-mode lidar systems currently cost many millions of dollars, which 
makes them too expensive for all but a small number of customers. As a result, manufacturers 
have introduced new business models that enable users to access these sensors—or the data 
they capture—without owning them outright.

Tim Ellis explains that Harris is focusing on a traditional lidar collection services model for its 
business. Under this model, the company owns and operates Geiger-mode sensors on leased 
airplanes, which they use to provide lidar collection services and deliver data products. In 
other words, Harris has “built a large enterprise system that processes the enormous lidar data 
sets into point clouds and other derived data products and supplies a final deliverable to the 
customer.”

Ellis says that this business model allows customers to access Geiger-mode lidar technolo-
gy , while also enabling them to take advantage of Harris’ extensive experience generating 
high-volume geospatial products. 

“I think that will be the asterisk at the bottom of Geiger-mode technology,” he said. “The vol-
ume of data per file is so large that it won’t lend itself to small regional aerial collectors picking 
up that piece of the value stream.”

Hexagon is taking a different approach. In the early stages, Roth says, the company is proceed-
ing with caution by supplying the data acquisition, initial processing, and quality control. As 
they get more feedback about “what’s working and what needs to be improved, then over 
time, more and more of that activity is going to be allocated to our partners. They’ll have more 
and more control over the use of these sensors as time goes on.” 

He notes that Hexagon has already used this partnership model successfully with the Hexa-
gon Imagery Program (HxIP), which has operated 29 imaging sensors in North America and 
Europe for the past three years.

“ Over time, careful 
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processing methods 
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results from single-
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Once customers have flown their collects, Roth says, the user can potentially put their data 
into the Hexagon Elevation Program (HxEP). There, data can be licensed to other end users. 
“Every time a portion of that data sells,” he explains, “HxEP Partners get a cut. The real benefit 
to the ultimate end users is having access to precision elevation data that might not ordinari-
ly be available, at a price point within their budgets, and under commercial conditions that 
make it easy to ‘buy’ only what is needed.”

Both companies indicated that their business models will grow and change alongside the 
market. 

Again, Woolpert’s Dr. Qassim Abdullah is forthright in his opinion about the market. He says 
that customer possibilities will be limited as long as there are so few vendors. “The user 
doesn’t have that many options now, because it’s between Hexagon and Harris.  
Until a third player comes. That’s what I’m waiting for. Then it will change the model—totally.”

In the end only one thing is for certain. Single-photon and Geiger-mode lidar are bringing 
about major changes to the aerial mapping market. How those changes will ultimately affect 
us, and what aerial mapping will look like in five to ten years still remains to be seen. 
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Experts Interviewed for this Report

Dr. Andreas Ullrich holds a PhD in electrical engineering from Vienna University of Technology 
and is author of the thesis on “High-Resolution Optical Doppler Radar” (1987-1990). Since 2001 
he is lecturer on radar technology at the Institute of Communications and Radio-Frequency 
Engineering at Vienna University of Technology. In 2004 he was awarded with the Wilhelm-Ex-
ner-Medaille.

From 1984 to 1991 Dr. Ullrich was Assistance Professor at the Institute of Communications and 
Radio-Frequency Engineering at Vienna University of Technology. Since 1991 he has been with 
RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems holding various positions. Since 2006 he is CTO and manag-
ing director of RIEGL.
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JASON STOKER
Elevation Products and 

Services Manager
U.S. Geological Survey

Dr. Jason Stoker is a US Geological Survey Physical Scientist and the Elevation Product and 
Service Lead for the National Geospatial Program. Prior to this position, for over twelve years 
he led the lidar research and development activities at USGS EROS Center in Sioux Falls, South 
Dakota. He was the founder of CLICK: the USGS Center for Lidar Information Coordination and 
Knowledge. Jason is currently the Director of the Lidar Division of the American Society for 
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS).  Jason received his B.S and M.S from Colorado 
State University and his Ph.D from South Dakota State University.

DR. QASSIM ABDULLAH
Senior Geospatial  

Scientist
Woolpert

Dr. Qassim Abdullah, an innovator in digital aerial imagery and LiDAR acquisition, is an accom-
plished scientist with more than 35 years of combined industrial, research and development, 
and academic experience in analytical photogrammetry, digital remote sensing and civil and 
surveying engineering. Among his accomplishments, Dr. Abdullah has developed proprietary 
software applications for use in digital orthophotography and DEM production as well as 
developed integrated airborne GPS, inertial measurement, LiDAR data acquisition and precise 
positioning algorithms and processes. He also teaches courses on Photogrammetry, remote 
sensing, and Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County 
(UMBC) and Penn State University. Dr. Abdullah is the recipient of the prestigious Fairchild 
Photogrammetric Award from the American Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 
(ASPRS) and the author of the monthly column “Mapping Matters” published in the PE & RS jour-
nal of the ASPRS. Dr. Abdullah is a professional surveyor and mapper licensed in Florida, Oregon, 
South Carolina and Virginia.

RON ROTH
Vice President of  
Airborne LiDAR

Leica Geosystems 

With a 38-year career in the electro-optics industry, Ron Roth serves as the product manager 
for Airborne Topographic LiDAR at Leica Geosystems. In this role, he provides both technical 
and marketing inputs for product development and design on Leica Geosystems’ airborne 
topographic LiDAR systems. Previous to this position, Ron was co-founder and business devel-
opment director for Azimuth Corporation, where he managed all program, sales and marketing 
activities, including the development of the AeroScan Airborne LiDAR Mapping System, which 
later became the Leica ALS40. Ron holds a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering from 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute and a Master of Business Administration from Babson College. 
He was also awarded a United States patent for Remote Counter Balance Mechanism.

TIM ELLIS
Senior Manager of 

Business Development
Harris Corporation

Tim Ellis is Director of Programs in Geospatial Systems within the Space and Intelligence 
Systems sector of Harris.  Geospatial Systems provides a wide array of geospatial solutions for 
government, intelligence, and commercial uses, including ground processing of all types of 
sensor and imagery data as well as derived products, fused information, and analytics.  Mr. Ellis 
is currently focused on establishing Harris’ Geiger-mode Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) 
business, leveraging advanced sensor and processing technology to deliver high-resolution, 
high-accuracy 3D data products for Government and commercial customers in various vertical 
segments.
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